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INTRODUCTION
The African Institute for Mathematical
Sciences Schools Enrichment Centre
(AIMSSEC) was established in 2003.
The main objectives of the AIMSSEC
programme are to advance educational
opportunities for disadvantaged
communities, to introduce new skills
to teaching and learning mathematics
and to raise the standards of mathematics
teaching in South Africa.
To spread the benefits of this work more
widely, AIMSSEC runs professional
development courses for teachers
from disadvantaged rural and township
schools and empowers them to train
other teachers in their areas. AIMSSEC
blended learning courses for primary
and secondary teachers, subject advisers
and field trainers from all over South
Africa combine residential units, homestudy, regularly marked assignments,
online learning and TV broadcasts and
examinations for qualifications awarded
by AIMS and the Universities of
Stellenbosch and Fort Hare.
Since its inception a total of 1240 teachers
have taken the AIMSSEC three-month
Mathematical Thinking (MT) course. This
course acts as a prerequisite for the two
year AIMSSEC Advanced Certificate in
Education (ACE) course which has a
focus on subject leader training and
now has 144 graduates.
AIMSSEC runs world-class courses
staffed by a strong local team together
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AIMSSEC promotes active enquiry
based learning, mathematical thinking,
communication and problem solving skills.
with an international team of over 50
academics who lecture as unpaid
volunteers, and this also makes the
work of AIMSSEC more cost effective.

AIMSSEC ACE graduates make a
valuable contribution as teaching
assistants.

WHAT WE DO?
ED UC AT IO N I N RU R AL S C HO O L S
Typically learners walk long distances
to school, many children’s parents work
far away in the cities and some are AIDS
orphans. School buildings and resources
are often inadequate. Mathematics
teachers often have weak mastery
of the subject.

secondary and 4 upper secondary, for
each school district. These districts cover
wide geographical areas, with poor roads.

AIMSSEC offers support, courses and
resources.

Thanks to generous sponsorship from
the Zenex Foundation, Datatec, the
Rand Merchant Bank and Old Mutual,
AIMSSEC is able to run courses for the
teachers free of charge.

In 2010 the Eastern Cape Government
commissioned AIMSSEC to train 12
subject leaders: 4 primary, 4 lower

The teams work together to support
other teachers and to improve the teaching of mathematics across the district.

However with its growing involvement in
offering quality courses to young and
prospective teachers in South Africa,
AIMSSEC needs more seed funding to
build capacity to meet the growing demand.

“Education is the most

powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world.

”

Nelson Mandela

RE S PO ND IN G T O T H E N E ED AN D D EM AN D FO R P RO F E S S IO N AL D E V ELO PM ENT
South Africa is ranked 148th out of 148
countries for the quality of its school
mathematics and science education
(Global Competitiveness Report, World
Economic Forum 2013/2014) and urgently
needs training for mathematics teachers.
AIMSSEC has more than 350 teachers
on its waiting list and it must build capacity
in order to meet the pressing demand from
teachers for professional development, and
to give more learners in South Africa their
entitlement to a good mathematical
education.

To reach all the provinces in South Africa,
AIMSSEC has expanded its professional
development programmes for mathematics
teachers, in partnership with Stellenbosch
and Fort Hare Universities. By training
chosen teachers to be subject leaders,
and grooming them to run workshops for
other teachers in their home areas, the
benefits are spread more widely, reaching
more teachers and impacting on more
learners.

“The activities and resources

are realistic and I think each
one of us who attended will
be able to use them
in his/her daily
teaching.

”

Moroke Matiadi (MT IP 2014)
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PR O F E S SIO N AL DE V ELO P M ENT F O R M AT HEM AT I C S T E AC H E R S AN D S UB J E C T AD V IS E R S
The Mathematical Thinking (MT) Course
(Ten-day residential course followed
by three months blended learning), has
been taught 22 times between 2004
and 2014 for 1240 teachers and subject
advisers. They learn mathematics
through practical activities, problem

solving, group work and discussion and
they become proficient in using technology
for teaching.
The MT course is our selection instrument
for the next stage of subject leader training,
the ACE course.

the time I
“Bycompleted
this
course I was
enriched not just in
mathematics but
teaching as a whole.

”

Jacky Johnson (MT FP 2014)

These photos show the first group of Mathematical Thinking students in 2004 (left) and the 21st group in 2014 (right).

The Advanced Certificate in
Education (ACE) trains Mathematics
Subject Leaders in a two-year blended
learning programme with four residential
units, taught in partnerships with the
Universities of Stellenbosch and Fort
Hare. It is currently an ACE course at
NQF Level 6 but it will be adapted to
align with the new Advanced Certificate
in Teaching (ACT) accreditation criteria.
ACE graduates are keen to continue
studying and they act as Coordinators
in the Interactive Telematic Education
Centres and as teaching assistants on
the residential courses.

To empower experienced mathematics
teachers of grades 4 to 12 to develop
their subject knowledge, teaching and
leadership skills: AIMSSEC plans to
offer the new Advanced Diploma in Education (Level 7) and the Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (Level 8)
to follow the Advanced Certificate in
Teaching (Level 6), as a six year parttime blended learning programme to
train subject leaders in mathematics.
Applicants would first need to qualify
through our three month AIMSSEC MT
course.

In 2014 False Bay FET College and
AIMSSEC formed a partnership that
aims at promoting student-centred learning
across four campuses. AIMSSEC delivers
professional development services and
ongoing support to mathematics and
mathematics literary lecturers at the
college. Though student-centred learning
is a college initiative, the partnerships is
well in line with the teaching and learning
ethos of AIMSSEC. We have begun to
expand collaboration with other FET
colleges across the Western Cape.
For example we have planned training
sessions on the implementation of Geogebra in the classroom later in the year.

BL EN D ED L E AR N IN G
Blended learning includes: residential
modules, action research, distance
learning managed through an online
course management system, online
forums (for discussion, sharing ideas
and getting help), home study with
weekly assignments, end of year
examinations and teaching via the
satellite TV network.
Interactive Telematics Educations (ITE)
AIMSSEC broadcasts whole day TV
lessons for mathematics teachers via
satellite to learning centres in Polokwane,
Richards Bay, Durban, East London,
Port Elizabeth, Queenstown, Mthatha,
Cradock, Klerksdorp, Bloemfontein
and Stellenbosch.
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AIMSSEC will set up new ITE Learning
Centres so that teachers can take part in
broadcasts without having to travel long
distances from their homes. The broadcasts address teaching issues and subject

content for different age groups. Teachers
also have time to meet and work with
other teachers on assigned tasks, which
is valuable for those teachers who study
alone in isolated communities.

T HE AIM S S EC ST Y LE O F T E AC H ING I S T RAN S FO RM AT I V E
Learning is through guided discovery,
with an emphasis on understanding,
mathematical thinking, discussion,
collaborative and project-based learning
with challenges, rather than just mechanical practice. Motivation and interest as
well as learning how to learn are of
paramount importance.

“The problem solving

approach I have been taught
helped me a lot in solving
problems I never thought
I could be able to solve.
Visualisation is going to
help my learners too.

”

Thobeka Thelma Bobo-Gqibitole (ACE IP 2014)

RE S E AR C H
In addition to professional development
for teachers, AIMSSEC is also involved
in research.
The first major research project being
undertaken is called ‘Improving Progress
through Formative Assessment in
Science and Mathematics Education
(FaSMEd).
The project which began in January
2014 and will end in December 2016, is
funded by the European Union under the
7th Framework Programme (FP7) and
involves eight partners from European
countries and one South African partner
(AIMSSEC).
This is a research project with two main
research components.
A design research phase (January to
December 2015) to develop a “toolkit”
comprising classroom activities with
an emphasis on formative assessment
(tasks, lesson plans and guidance for
teachers). This involves working closely
with between six and eight teachers,
from three or four schools, from January
to September 2015 to understand what
works for them, using instruments such
as interviews, questionnaires and classroom observation (using video and
observation schedules).

In the case study phase (January to
September 2016) between 20 and 30
other teachers use the toolkit developed
in the design phase in their classrooms.
For the teachers this will involve working
through the guidebook and any other
supporting materials to prepare for the
lesson, and then teaching the lesson
using the activities in the toolkit. The
research will focus on what happens in
the classroom, and in particular changes
in teachers’ practice and learner responses
to activities.
A synthesis phase follows in which all
case studies are analysed to draw out
key messages to inform policy.
The project is underpinned by:

 a commitment to respecting the local
contexts of participating teachers and
learners (e.g. taking into account the
need to follow the CAPS pace setters
in South Africa);
 a belief that taking part in the research
contributes in significant ways to the
professional learning of teachers;
 wide experience of working with
teachers, designing materials for teachers including classroom tasks and professional development
activities, classroom research.
 well-developed theoretical and

research background related to
professional development for teachers
of mathematics, the design of tasks for
mathematical learning and formative
assessment in mathematics.
Marie Joubert is the Principal Investigator
for the AIMSSEC partner, and will be
assisted by Ingrid Mostert and others
from the AIMSSEC staff. Other researchers
will be employed on a short-term basis to
contribute to the case study phase of the
project.
This project has
received funding from
the European Union’s
Seventh Framework
Programme for research, technological
development and
demonstration under
grant agreement no
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E V AL U AT I O N
The first cohort from the Eastern Cape
on the AIMSSEC Fort Hare ACE course
to train Subject Leaders started with a
residential unit in January 2011.
The Zenex Foundation sponsored a full
three- year independent evaluation of the
course conducted by Kelello Consulting
with Professor Jill Adler, University of the
Witwatersrand, as adviser. The evaluation
determines how the graduates put into
practice in their teaching what they have
learnt on the course, and the effects on
the attainments of their learners. The
evaluation focuses on the following:
 reflections on the strengths and
weaknesses of different elements
of the model;
 measurement of the impact of the
programme in relation to the learning
gains in the mathematics content
knowledge of the teachers
participating in the programme;
 measurement of any shifts in teaching
practice for 9 case study teachers.

Kelello released the final version of the
second part of the evaluation of the
programme on 26 April 2013 and
AIMSSEC is very proud of the many
positive aspects highlighted in the report.
“At the end of the programme (November

2012) the teacher ratings of the ACE
programme as a whole, as well as
the overall quality of the programme
materials was overwhelmingly positive
with more than 80% of teachers
responding describing these as
excellent or good.”
’The vast majority of teachers rated the
relevance of the programme highly, with
more than 95% of teachers considering
its relevance to be ‘excellent’ or ‘good’.
This was with regard to all aspects of
relevance reported on: knowledge of
mathematics, improving classroom
teaching, instructional and subject
leadership skills and sensitivity to
classroom realities.”

These findings were further reinforced in
Part III of the report which was released
on 13 February 2014. The report showed
that over the two-year ACE course, the
Grade 7 to 12 teachers showed an
average improvement of 12%, while the
Grade 4 to 6 teachers improved by an
impressive 33%.
The Mathematical Thinking summary
report indicates that there has been
progression from one assignment to the
next. This is primarily due to the teachers’
exposure to learner-centred activities at
the residential courses, the opportunity
for extensive engagement of teachers
across provincial boundaries and the
detailed developmental feedback for the
first assignment on ways to improve on
pedagogical practice; the result captured
in the second assignment. This has been
quantified in a mean shift of 5.3 percentage
points for our MT21 course in January
2014.

O T HER AIM SS E C AC T IVIT I E S
The AIMING HIGH Teacher Network
aiminghigh.aimssec.ac.za supports
lifelong learning, offers learner centred
resources for teaching mathematics and
enables teachers to share ideas, to ask
for help and advice and to support each
other.
AIMING HIGH Book Series
To support the cascade model of teacher
professional development, and to empower
teachers, the AIMSSEC International
and local teams are writing a series of
16 books. The books provide teacher
workshop guides. So far there have been
over 700 workshops run by teachers in
their schools using the material from
these books as part of the ACE Subject
Leader Training.
Distribution of free teaching and
learning resources
Community involvement
AMSSEC is involved in running teacher
workshops, master classes at AIMS for
learners, mathematics clubs and public
lectures.
We support two local schools, COSAT
and Cape Academy, by teaching
Advanced Programme Mathematics
to Grade 11 and 12 learners. Advanced
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Programme Mathematics has only
recently been introduced in some
schools as an option for learners, it
bridges the content gap between matric
Mathematics and international school
leaving qualifications. Many Mathematics
teachers are not yet comfortable with this
additional content so AIMSSEC helps by
teaching in local schools as well as training teachers through one of their courses,
Aiming High Maths with Wings.
AIMSSEC also works with False Bay
College running teacher training workshops for the Mathematics and Mathematics Literacy teachers. They support
the college in implementing an activitybased, learner-centred approach to
teaching and learning.
Tutoring & Mentoring by AIMS students
This is done online, on cell phones, in
school and at AIMS.
Mobile Learning: 70 apps developed
These apps enable learning mathematics
on basic cellphones using MXiT software,
targeted at developing countries (MXiTBSMRT-SMRTUP Mathematical Investigations). Also research, in partnership
with Cambridge University Millennium
Mathematics Project, on developing
maths apps for smartphones.

MoMaths
AIMSSEC involves its schools in
using the Nokia programme for learning
mathematics on cellphones. Learners
can practice mathematical skills on their
cellphones and teachers can set homework and automatically receive results of
the practice exercises, quizzes and tests
that their learners do.
Global links between schools for
sharing mathematics master classes
by video-conference.
30 conferences in 10 years involving
over 3000 learners and 200 teachers
from the Western Cape and Gauteng
provinces.

WHO WE HELP?
Hubert February 2010
“AIMSSEC and the ACE course made a
huge positive impact on my maths
knowledge as well as my teaching. The
lecturers at AIMSSEC are not only experts in what they are doing, but they are
really passionate about mathematics.
Each of my colleagues and I sensed this
from the beginning and we knew this
was going to be one tough, but special
course.
The course not only made me confident
in maths, but made me an overall confident teacher. There were a few chapters
I was struggling with and had real diffi-

Mohammad Hassan 2014
“I have been lecturing mathematics at
university and school level and currently
mathematical literacy at FET colleges.
I am now an Education Specialist for
Maths and Mathematical Literacy for
NCV and NATED programmes at an
FET college.
I have also been on many maths workshops previously and I have never found
any other programme as intensive, fun
and interesting as the AIMSSEC

Herholdt Bezuidenhout 2011
“Thanks to AIMSSEC I was afforded the
opportunity to complete my ACE in FET
Mathematical Leadership at Stellenbosch
in 2011. The aim was to develop leaders in
Mathematics Education. I am a testament
that this can be achieved. Completing the
course allowed me to move from a Mathematics Teacher to The Head of Mathematics at my school in 2013.
I gave a poster presentation on the
“Statistical Process” at the National
AMESA Conference in 2013. I also gave

culty in teaching in the classroom. The
ACE course gave new meaning to those
chapters and I can teach them with so
much confidence now.
The CAPS documents bring back
geometry and probability. At this moment
there are so many teachers worried and
stressed out about having to teach these
topics. The ACE course made us experts
in these topics and I can help so many
teachers in understanding probability. I
can't wait to implement my knowledge.
Most importantly, this course has made
me a life-long reflective teacher. It gave
me the chance to research my potential
programme. It was really an eye-opener
for me to see the many ways mathematics
can be presented with activities that really
make you think critically and out of the
box. The activities provide for real life
situations that one can use in classrooms
and I have used some of the activities in
my lectures with amazing results.
Furthermore, the emphasis is not only
on mathematics, but the educator’s
reflection on how learners learn and what
their knowledge and prior knowledge is. It

a presentation at the Education Students’
Regional Conference held in 2013 at
Stellenbosch University on: “Research
and Statistical Literacy: A proposed
strategy to guide students’ statistical
thinking and reasoning”.
I subsequently completed my BEd
Honours (Cum Laude) in Mathematics
Didactics in November 2013 at Stellenbosch and started with my Master’s
thesis this year. I was afforded a bursary
to do so and this will allow me to visit the
ICOTS9 Conference in June 2014 at
Flagstaff Arizona (USA).

in the classroom. It has made a huge
impact on how I approach almost everything in class - always looking for better
strategies that will benefit the learner.
The ACE course not only made me a
good maths teacher, but I really can say
that it moulded me into a mathematician.
The results show this at my school, but it
is not only about the results — my learners
also love their maths.
All over South Africa we have struggling
maths teachers. We need an organisation
like AIMSSEC. I definitely know many
others will benefit from the short course
and the ACE course.”

also gives valuable insight and reflection
on you as an educator and your attitude
towards the subject and how you can
improve your perspective.
The course itself allowed me to meet
other lecturers across the country and
share ideas as well as discuss contemporary issues related to maths. I would
recommend any maths educator/lecturer
at school or FET college to attend if he/
she is passionate and interested in making
a difference.”

Today I am not just a normal Mathematics
teacher, but would like to believe that I
am becoming a leader in Mathematics
because I was granted this opportunity.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone at AIMSSEC for the role
which they played directly and indirectly
in my development. If it was not for Prof
Neil Turok’s vision or even the nameless
cleaner’s selfless work while you marked
my assignments and all the inspiring
lessons from guest lectures, I would
probably not be in this position.”
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WHO WE ARE?
LE CT UR ER S

AIMSSEC was awarded the UNESCO-Hamdan Bin
Rashid Al-Maktoum Prize for Outstanding Practice and
Performance in Enhancing the Effectiveness of Teachers,
at a ceremony in Dubai on 24 April 2012.

Mrs Toni Beardon founded AIMSSEC in
2003 after retiring from the Cambridge
University Millennium Mathematics Project
and receiving an OBE for services to
Mathematics Education in the UK.
Concerned that so many South African
children are severely disadvantaged
educationally, Toni and the AIMSSEC
team of mathematics educationists from
all over the world work as unpaid
volunteers to empower South African

Dr Barrie Barnard, has a D Ed degree
in Mathematics Education, 32 years
teaching experience as a mathematics
teacher, 19 years as head of a mathematics department and 7 years as
deputy principal. For ten years he was
a provincial examiner and also served
as a panel member setting the national
examination for grade 12 mathematics
for five years. As the AIMSSEC Academic
Manager, he is responsible for designing
course material and organising training
courses for mathematics teachers.
He has made meaningful contributions
to the improvement of mathematics

Rejoyce went on to pursue Post-Doctoral
research at the Department of Mathematical Sciences at the University of Alberta,
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“We have optimistic plans for the future.
The AIMSSEC programme is scalable to
larger numbers and to higher level courses for teachers.”

teachers to improve mathematics teaching in schools.
“As a school teacher, teacher trainer,
school inspector, project leader, web
author and innovator, in a career of over
50 years, my aim has always been to
help others to gain confidence in their
own mathematical ability, to enjoy learning
mathematics and to appreciate both its
usefulness and its beauty.”

Dr Claire Blackman completed a BSc
(Hons) in Maths, Physics and Astrophysics
at UCT, followed by a PhD in Astrophysics
in which she developed software for
detecting and analysing time-series data.
Wanting a change from astrophysics, she
spent 5 years working at Royal Holloway,
University of London, as a computer officer and lecturer in the Economics Department. Claire wanted a deeper understanding of mathematics, so she completed a two year MA in Mathematics at the
University of Wisconsin - Madison.

Dr Mpfareleni Rejoyce Gavhi is an inspirational role model for young women with
a dream to make a difference. She hails
from Khalavha village in the province of
Limpopo in South Africa where poverty
severely limits access to educational
institutions, especially those of higher
learning. She obtained a BSc from the
University of Venda in 2004; and Hons,
Master’s and PhD degrees in Mathematics
from Stellenbosch University.

education through various presentations
at congresses, conferences and at local
teacher centres and he has co-presented
in-service training of mathematics teachers. His mission in life is to alleviate the
shortage of skilled mathematics teachers
in South Africa. He has received awards
for service excellence by the Cape Education Department and by the SAOU for
his exceptional contribution to curriculum
development in mathematics.

Canada. Her research was on Subdivision and Wavelet analysis; a field in
approximation theory with a variety of
application areas in Computer Graphics.
However, she is also interested in mathematics education research and projects
that will contribute to the positive growth
of communities.
“ I am currently a postdoc at AIMS-South
Africa and I joined AIMSSEC in June
2013 as a part-time lecturer to make a
difference to the educational opportunities for children and young people in
South Africa.”

While there she was invited to teach the
maths classes for pre-service teachers.
“I so enjoyed working with student teachers and helping them to gain confidence
teaching maths, that I decided to move
back to South Africa and help with the
mammoth task of training South Africa's
maths teachers. I was thrilled to find out
AIMSSEC was doing just that, and I am
loving being part of the team.”

at several inner-city schools in London
including special schools for vulnerable
and socially excluded learners.
Her hands-on approach has been key to
understanding personalised learning and
formative assessment. She takes pride in
understanding the social and emotional
aspects to learning; she was an academic
and pastoral lead looking after the welfare
of a large cohort of learners in challenging
schools both in Cape Town and London.
She returned to South Africa to share her
wealth of expertise and experience with
teachers and leaders.
Ms Sinobia Kenny has experience as
a teacher and an education consultant in
raising the quality of teaching and learning
of mathematics in primary and secondary
schools. Her nineteen years of experience
as a mathematics teacher started in the
Cape Flats followed by a teaching career
Ms Lindiwe Tshuma was born and educated in Zimbabwe and South Africa. She
trained as a teacher, graduating from
the University of Zimbabwe’s Department
of Teacher Education in 2003. In 2010 she
obtained a Post Graduate Diploma in Language Practice and in 2013 she completed
a Master’s Degree in Linguistics from the
University of the Free State, Bloemfontein.
For eight years, Lindiwe taught Maths
and English in different schools in
Zimbabwe and South Africa before joining
Sangari South Africa for two years, as a

At AIMSSEC, Sinobia coordinates the
academic team’s professional development for teaching and learning with high
standards. She advises the team on
assessing workshop delivery to teachers
and how to improve their action research,

encouraging qualitative feedback. She
also oversees the mathematical thinking
courses liaising with international and
local experts and working alongside the
local team to improve quality and practice.
She fosters good relationships with
teachers and colleagues and is a voice
and confidante to many. “My proactive,
systematic and organised approach is an
asset to the demands of the distance
learning courses on offer which gives me
a huge insight into the organisational
management of AIMSSEC.”
Sinobia’s true passion is to teach and
she takes every opportunity at the
residential courses and locally to do
what she does best, making sure that
pedagogy and practice is at the heart of it.
“I am determined to help AIMSSEC become a recognised centre of excellence
for teaching and learning mathematics.”

Curriculum Development and Training
Specialist, working on teacher development projects including the development
of teaching resources for primary
schools.
She was appointed as a Primary Specialist in Mathematics (Intermediate
Phase) in April 2014.“At AIMSSEC I am
part of a great team that trains South
African Maths Teachers and I have an
opportunity to use literacy as one of the
tools for improving numeracy skills in
primary schools. “
Ms Elizabeth Turok has worked as
a part time lecturer for AIMSSEC since
2010. She began teaching mathematics
in Scotland in 1985 and continued with
this until she came to South Africa in
2008. She then taught in a high school in
Muizenberg for two years working mostly
with grades 9-12.

backgrounds. I am aware of the challenges
we face to motivate and encourage these
children so that they can see how mathematics is relevant to them. I joined AIMSSEC so that I could share with teachers
here some of my ideas on teaching
maths and to learn from them through
their experiences.”

“As a school teacher in Scotland I worked
with many children from disadvantaged

RE S E AR C H E R S
Dr Marie Joubert joined the AIMSSEC
team as Principal Investigator on the
project ‘Formative Assessment in Science
and Mathematics Education’ (FaSMEd).
She has previously been involved in educational research at the University of Bristol
and the University of Nottingham in the UK.
“My research interests fall into three main
areas: mathematics; professional development for teachers; and the use of digital
technologies in teaching and learning.”

Marie was born and brought up in South
Africa and gained her first degree and
PGCE in South Africa. After moving to
England and spending some years as a
full-time mother and part-time school
teacher, she entered the world of Higher
Education. She completed her PhD in
mathematics education and since then
has worked in research.
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Ms Ingrid Mostert completed a BSc
(Hons) in Mathematics at Stellenbosch University (SU) before teaching Mathematics
and
Science for a year. She then taught
Mathematics on a bridging programme
for three years while completing her
Masters in Education, also at SU. After
taking a year off to travel in South America
she spent 4 years coordinating an in-service
teacher training programme offered by
Stellenbosch University in conjunction with
AIMSSEC. The programme was aimed
at teachers in both the Senior and FET

phases and especially those living in
rural areas across South Africa.
During these four years she explored the
ways in which technology can be used to
support teaching - both in the classroom
and for in-service teacher training offered
to teachers in remote locations.
After taking another year to travel, this
time in East Africa, she again became
involved in in-service teacher training
and mentoring but for smaller projects
and on an ad hoc basis. This meant that
she is able to join AIMSSEC for three

T E AC HI NG AS S I ST AN T S
Mr Danny Parsons completed his Masters in Mathematics at the University of Warwick, UK, obtaining a First Class Honours.
During his undergraduate degree, Danny
also had a keen interest in Mathematics
education. He spent two summers teaching
in Primary and High Schools in the Kibera
slums of Nairobi, Kenya. He was also a
coordinator of a University of Warwick
initiative that ran weekly maths clubs at
several schools in the Warwick area.

Ms Alice Taherzadeh joined the AIMSSEC
team in August 2013 for a year's internship
after graduating from Warwick University
in England with a first class Master’s
degree in Mathematics. She previously
had experience teaching in South Africa
in 2012 as part of the Warwick in Africa
programme and additionally in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania as part of the same
programme.

“These experiences motivated me to join
AIMSSEC in June 2013. As a Teaching
Assistant I have a variety of responsibilities which include: supporting lecturers in
the preparation of distance learning
courses, presenting IT skills training on
AIMSSEC courses and teaching extracurricular maths classes at a local
school.”

Alice has always had a keen interest in
Mathematics education and has a variety
of experience teaching and tutoring in
both England and South Africa.
“My role as a teaching assistant at
AIMSSEC largely focuses on the teaching and learning aspects of the course
and I intend to pursue a career around
development and research in mathematics education with a particular focus on
widening access and gender studies.”

ADM I NI ST R AT I V E ST AF F
registered Assessor in Occupational
Health and Safety.
“My goal is to assist AIMSSEC to grow
and develop further and improve the
standard of Maths education in South
Africa and ultimately put AIMSSEC on
the map.”

Mrs Najwa Chellan started at AIMSSEC
in July 2010 as an Administrative Officer. In
her previous employment she held the
position of Office Manager/PA to the CEO
of an Occupational Health and Safety
company and has recently become a
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Ms Virgenia Davidson (Office Manager/
IT Co-ordinator) joined AIMSSEC in July
2012, she was previously employed as a
Placement Officer in the disability sector,
sourcing suitable employment opportunities for individuals with disabilities.
Virgenia embraces new challenges, with
her vast administrative experience and
interpersonal skills she is looking forward

to adding even more value to AIMSSEC's
projects in the future. “I firmly believe in
AIMSSEC’s vision, of empowering teachers with new skills and hope and raising
the standard of education in South Africa
for the next generation.”

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
AIMS-South Africa offers bursaries for
qualified teachers for the AIMS Masters Programme (full time one year
course). School teachers who have a
good
honours degree in mathematics will be
able to study for the masters degree,
extend their mathematical horizons
and also take courses in mathematics
education.

AIMSSEC supports similar programmes
based in AIMS-Sénégal, AIMS-Ghana
and AIMS-Cameroon.
AIMSSEC plans to develop open online
learning courses specifically designed for students in Africa.
A Hands-on Road Show to promote
mathematics is planned with activities for
learners that also support teacher development and the public understanding of

mathematics.
AIMSSEC will continue to build its global
links; its community involvement with
local schools and the tutoring and
mentoring involving AIMS students
and graduates.
AIMSSEC plans to expand distribution
of free interactive resources to promote
activity based learning to support the
South African school mathematics
curriculum.
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Thanks to the generosity of sponsors, donors and volunteers,
AIMSSEC courses are entirely free to South African school teachers from
disadvantaged communities.
Please donate to AIMSSEC through http://aimssec.givengain.org
or http://bit.ly/MtK2013ZAR
For more information see aimssec.ac.za or contact
Dr Barrie Barnard, AIMSSEC Academic Manager
(barrie@aims.ac.za or 021 787 9326)

INTERACTIVE TELEMATICS
EDUCATION (ITE)

